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Abstract

This thesis presents a distributed implementation of Noria, a new streaming dataflow system that simplifies the infrastructure of read-heavy web applications by unifying the database, caching layer, and parts of application logic in a single system. Noria’s partially-stateful dataflow allows it to evict and reconstruct state on demand, and avoid prior dataflow systems’ restriction to windowed state. Unlike existing dataflow systems, Noria adapts on-line to schema and query changes, and shares state and computation across related queries to eliminate duplicate effort.

Noria’s distributed design enables it to leverage the compute power of an entire cluster while providing high availability thanks to its fault tolerant design. On a single machine, Noria already outperforms MySQL by up to 7×, but when running across a cluster of machines, it can scale to tens of millions of reads and millions of writes per second.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Web services are frequently built using a cluster of cache servers which store computed queries over a central database that serves as a “source of truth.” This design has good properties: the cache servers enable extremely high read load (important since the vast majority of requests to such services are reads), and the central database provides expressive queries including joins and aggregations.

Unfortunately, several complications make application deployment much harder in practice. Whenever any data used to compute any part of a cached query result changes, the result must be evicted or suitably updated across the entire cluster. Special care must also be taken to avoid the “thundering herd” problem where a missing cache entry causes many clients to simultaneously attempt to populate the entry by issuing queries to the central database [35]. Such a thundering herd would otherwise overload the database, leading to poor quality of service for all clients interacting with it.

The Noria datastore provides a principled approach to this problem of efficiently maintaining an up-to-date (but still eventually consistent) cache by integrating database and caching components into a single system. It uses a combination of techniques from the literature on databases and dataflow systems to efficiently maintain cached results for a set of predeclared queries. Central to the design is the idea of partially stateful dataflow, which enables Noria to keep only some of its
state in memory and compute the rest on demand. This is crucial since applications may cache results for many queries, and the data may grow over time even if the working set is fixed in size.

The goal of this thesis is to introduce the design and methods to deploy partially stateful dataflow in a *distributed* setting. The rest of this chapter describes partially stateful dataflow in more detail and presents our approach to meeting this goal.

1.1 Partially Stateful Dataflow

A dataflow graph consists of a set of “operators” (*i.e.*, vertices) along with “edges” which define the path that updates “flow” along as they are being processed. Updates define changes that are applied to operator state and in Noria take the form of either row insertions or removals. Once the dataflow graph has been constructed, the processing of individual updates is cheap. Per record computation can be as low as a handful of instructions at each operator, can be easily pipelined, and updates can be batched when moving between operators to amortize network overhead.

Traditionally, operators in dataflow systems are either fully (i) materialized, meaning that they store state reflecting the complete sequence of update that the operator has seen, (ii) stateless, meaning that they store no state at all, or (iii) windowed, in which case they only reflect the last
$k$ updates for some window $k$. Partially stateful dataflow introduces another possibility: operators can be partially materialized, conceptually reflecting all prior updates, but in reality only keeping a cache. In normal processing, updates that do not impact any cached state in an operator are discarded without forwarding them onward through the graph. In the event that a client lookup misses in an external materialization’s cache, a “backfill” computes the missing entries on demand.

At a high level, a backfill reconstructs a missing cache entry by contacting a nearby ancestor of the operator and directing it to forward along all the records to compute that missing entry. These records then travel along the normal forward processing path interleaved with normal updates until they reach their target. Backfills can be triggered recursively if the nearest ancestor also experiences a cache miss, but must terminate at the base tables which necessarily cannot experience misses.

Noria is especially well-suited for read heavy applications because of the low cost of serving reads in this design. In the common case, reading from an external materialization is just a matter of a hash table lookup; in the worst case, the processing required to perform backfills is still comparable to the query processing in a traditional database, but often much cheaper.

### 1.2 Goals

In order for Noria to scale to the kind of applications that are currently served by a hybrid database-cache architecture, it must be able to leverage the compute resources of an entire cluster of machines. This thesis describes the design decisions and technical insights involved in making that a reality. In particular, we focus on the following specific objectives:

1. **Scale to Higher Read and Write Throughput.** The objective in making Noria distributed is to enable it to serve a much higher request load than a single machine. Ideally, adding machines should result in linear scaling. This requires particular care to ensure that coordination overheads do not become prohibitive as the cluster size increases.

2. **Survive Failures.** As an application is distributed across more machines, the risk of failure increases dramatically. At the same time, more machines also means a larger total application
state and a higher opportunity cost of downtime. Noria should be able to recover quickly from failures and have the cost of recovery be proportional to the part of the system impacted by the failure.

3. **Design for Supporting Transactions.** Not all applications can tolerate the weak semantics provided by eventual consistency, so Noria should have a way to accommodate them. We introduce a design for single table optimistically concurrent ACID transactions compatible with Noria’s overall architecture.

1.3 **Challenges**

Scalability and efficient recovery are challenging to achieve in a dataflow setting. Some state-of-the-art systems must either restart the computation on failure [26], or take synchronized checkpoints [32]. Existing stream-processing systems typically execute only a single computation, so it is tolerable to restart them on failure, while a Web application backend must continue processing requests for queries unaffected by a failure even while it recovers the state for failed servers.

Partially stateful dataflow also adds its own challenges. Backfills of missing data must be efficient because they can be on the critical path for reads, but may require gathering data from other machines. And even getting the data to the right place isn’t enough, backfills also must be compatible with concurrent forward dataflow processing. Otherwise, records could be duplicated or lost, ultimately corrupting application state.

Additionally, Noria depends on being able to alter the dataflow graph while the computation is running in order to adapt to new application queries. This capability is even more important in a distributed setting because application state is larger. However, it is also more difficult to achieve because system state is distributed across many components.

In contrast to many existing streaming dataflow systems that have fixed membership specified at startup time, Noria also needs to support flexible cluster membership so that new machines can be added — both to replaced failed machines and to add capacity for handling more queries.
1.4 Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions:

1. A design and implementation of partially-stateful distributed dataflow using (i) sequential process-to-completion update handling, and (ii) static graph analysis to establish connectivity (§4). Avoiding concurrent update processing within a single operator decreases operator complexity and reduces synchronization overheads. Meanwhile, establishing connectivity in advance simplifies the data plane.

2. A control plane design and vertex API for dynamic distributed dataflow changes while remaining live for serving unaffected client requests (§4.3). In this design, much of the operator initialization happens in advance in the controller process which has access to global knowledge about the dataflow, which avoids costly global coordination.

3. Techniques for recovering the dataflow from machine failures, implemented by reusing Noria’s dynamic dataflow change capabilities, in contrast to the more traditional approach of having completely separate dedicated logic for failure response (§4.4). This method represents a trade-off in terms of recovery time, but avoids the runtime overhead of taking regular checkpoints or replicating dataflow state.

4. An evaluation of our distributed implementation of Noria and a comparison to Differential Dataflow, demonstrating the merits of the design (§5).

5. An extension to the base distributed design to support transactions using fine grained optimistic concurrency control (§6).

The system as currently implemented has several limitations. Dynamic re-sharding and sharded shuffles are currently unsupported, and Noria is currently unable to replicate on-disk state. We hope to address these limitations in future work.
1.5 Outline

This thesis continues with an overview of related work (§2) and then a description of partially stateful dataflow (§3). Next it describes the technical details involved in implementing partially stateful dataflow in a distributed setting (§4) and evaluates the resulting performance (§5). Finally, it describes how to provide efficient transactions in the same setting (§6) and concludes (§7).
Chapter 2

Related Work

System with Noria’s performance and adaptability are in demand. For example, the New York Times uses Apache Kafka [5] to achieve some of Noria’s flexibility properties [40]. Similar ideas have also been proposed as an extension proposal for Samza [22], but to our knowledge, no prior system achieves the performance and flexibility of Noria.

2.1 Dataflow systems

Dataflow systems excel at data-parallel computing [20, 32], including on streams, though none target Web applications directly. These systems only achieve low-latency incremental updates if they keep full state in memory; Noria and its partially-stateful dataflow are the first to lift this restriction. A few systems can reuse work automatically: e.g., Nectar [15] detects similar subexpressions in DryadLINQ programs, similar to Noria’s automated operator reuse, albeit using DryadLINQ-specified merge and rewrite rules. CIEL [33] and Spark [45] can dynamically adapt batch-processing dataflows; Noria does so for long-running streaming computations.

Current dataflow systems use a range of techniques for distribution. Spark and Flink [8] use dynamic task assignment, whereas Naiad [32] and Differential Dataflow [26] places a shard of every operator on each machine. Checkpointing is a popular method for fault tolerance: Naiad uses logical timestamps for snapshotting state, while Flink uses a variant of the Chandy-Lamport
algorithm [9] along with stream alignment to produce consistent checkpoints without global synchronization. By contrast, Noria’s recovery design more closely resembles re-execution based fault tolerance designs like Spark’s lineage based recovery. Other systems target short-lived computations and thus lack fault tolerance entirely [26].

2.2 Stream processing systems

Stream processing systems [3, 8, 23, 42, 44] often use dataflow, but have static queries that process only new records. STREAM [6] identifies opportunities for operator reuse, but it only supports windowed state and lacks support for query change. S-Store [29] combines a classic database with a stream processing system using trigger-based view maintenance with the goal of enabling transactional processing, but lacks Noria’s partially stateful dataflow.

2.3 Materialized Views

Database materialized views [16, 25] were devised to cache expensive analytical query results; and view maintenance techniques are subject of considerable research [17, 24, 25, 41, 46, 47]. Yet, materialized view support in commercial databases is limited: e.g., SQL Server’s indexed views [1] are severely restricted [30, 38], and must be rebuilt to change. DBToaster [2, 34] supports incremental view maintenance under high write loads with compiled recursive delta queries; Noria achieves similar performance and can change queries while live. Pequod [21] and DBProxy [4] support partial materialization in response to client demand, though Pequod is limited to static queries.
Chapter 3

Partially Stateful Dataflow in Noria

Noria is a partially stateful, dynamic, parallel, and distributed dataflow system designed to meet the persistent storage, query processing, and caching needs of typical Web applications.

3.1 Target applications and deployment

Noria targets read-heavy applications that tolerate eventual consistency, but which have some complex query needs. Many Web applications fit this model: they deploy caches to make common-case reads fast and accept the consequent eventual consistency [11, 13, 35, 43]. Noria’s current dataflow design primarily targets relational operators, rather than iterative or graph computations [28, 32], and operates on structured records of application data in tabular form [10, 12]. Large blobs (e.g., videos, PDF files) are not directly supported by Noria, but are intended to be stored on external systems [7, 14, 31] and included by reference.

Noria runs on a multicore server and interacts with clients using RPCs. Noria stores both base tables and derived views. Roughly, base tables contain the data that a typical database would store persistently, and derived views hold data the application might cache elsewhere. Compared to a conventional stack, Noria base tables might be smaller: Noria derives some data that a conventional application might pre-compute and stores in base tables. Views, by contrast, will likely be larger than a typical cache footprint, because Noria derives more data, including some intermedia-
/* base tables */
CREATE TABLE stories
  (id int, author int, title text, url text);
CREATE TABLE votes (user int, story_id int);
CREATE TABLE users (id int, username text);

/* internal view */
CREATE VIEW VoteCount AS /* vote count per article */
  SELECT story_id, COUNT(*) AS vcount
  FROM votes GROUP BY story_id;

/* external view */
CREATE EXT VIEW StoriesWithVC AS /* story details */
  SELECT id, author, title, url, vcount
  FROM stories
  JOIN VoteCount ON VoteCount.story_id = stories.id
  WHERE stories.id = ?;

Listing 3.1: Noria program for the Lobsters (http://lobste.rs) news aggregator where users vote for stories.

Applications interact with Noria via an interface that resembles prepared SQL statements. The application registers queries which include parameters to be filled in at execution time (denoted by a question mark). Listing 3.1 shows an example set of queries for a Lobsters-like news aggregator application. This Noria program includes base table definitions, internal views to be used as shorthand in other expressions, and named external views that the application will later query. Internally, Noria instantiates a dataflow to continuously process this program.

To execute a read query, the application supplies Noria with an external view name (e.g., StoriesWithVC) and one or more sets of parameter values. Noria then responds with the cached records that match those values. To modify records in base tables, the application issues updates in the form of INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statements. Noria applies these to the appropriate base table and then updates dependent views.
The application may change its Noria program to add new views, modify or remove existing ones, or to adapt base table schemas. Noria expects such changes to be common—e.g., triggered by new SQL queries—and aims to complete them quickly. This contrasts with most previous dataflow systems, which lack support for efficient changes to the computation itself. In addition to its native query interface, Noria provides a backward-compatible SQL interface through a MySQL protocol adapter. The adapter turns ad-hoc queries and prepared statements into writes to base tables, reads from external views, and Noria program changes. It supports much, but not all, SQL syntax.

### 3.3 Dataflow execution

Noria’s dataflow is a directed acyclic graph of relational operators such as aggregations, joins, and projections. Base tables are at the roots of this graph, and external views form the leaves. When a write arrives, Noria applies it to a durable base table and injects it into the dataflow as an *update*. Operators process the update and emit derived updates to their children; eventually updates reach and modify the external views.

Updates are *deltas* [28, 36] that can add to, modify, and remove from downstream state. For example, a count operator emits deltas that indicate how the count for a key has changed; a deletion from a base table generates a “negative” update that revokes derived records; and a join may emit an update that installs new rows in downstream state. Negative updates remove entries when Noria applies them to state, and retain their negative “sign” when combined with other records (e.g., through joins).

Noria supports *stateless* and *stateful* operators. Stateless operators, such as filters and projections, need no context to process updates. Stateful operators, such as count, min/max, and Top-k, maintain state for efficiency (*i.e.*, because re-computing aggregated values is expensive). However, in most situations, stateful operators can maintain *partial* state rather than full state. Partial state supports eviction and can greatly reduce Noria’s memory size.
Stateful operators and joins incur indexing obligations on their own and/or their ancestors’ state. For example, a count operator that counts votes by user ID has a local indexing obligation on user ID, as efficiently processing a vote update requires looking up the user’s current count. Noria tracks obligations through the dataflow and instantiates the corresponding indexes, which, like all state, are partial when possible.

Joins connect multiple dataflow paths; when an update arrives on one path, the join must look up all corresponding records from the others. Most other stream processors solve this problem using windowed state at join inputs, but Noria’s views and operator state are not windowed (since applications can request any available data). Instead, Noria joins incur indexing obligations on their ancestors, and to process an update, a join performs an ancestor query (a request for data from a stateful ancestor). Ancestor query responses flow forward through the dataflow until they reach the querying operator (Figure 3-1a). Though these responses superficially resemble updates, Noria constrains their propagation, and ensures that they only reach the querying operator.
When an application adds a new view, Noria constructs a dataflow representation of it and integrates it with the running dataflow. For example, if Lobsters added a Karma view with the total number of votes for each user's stories, Noria might create a dataflow operator that derives from existing views and maintains a sum. Dataflow construction resembles database query planning, but Noria diverges from traditional query planners as it produces a long-term joint dataflow across all expressions in the Noria program. For instance, if two expressions include the same join, the dataflow contains it only once.

### 3.4 Consistency semantics

By default, Noria's dataflow operators and the contents of its external views are eventually consistent; an update injected by a base table may take some time to propagate, and may appear in different views at different times. Eventual consistency is attractive for performance (e.g., because views need not synchronize to expose updates) and scalability (e.g., because no total ordering of writes is required), and is sufficient for many Web applications [11, 35, 43]. Noria does, however, ensure that all external views eventually expose results that are consistent with applying all the writes received by the system. Making this work correctly requires some care, e.g., to avoid races between updates and ancestor queries. Moreover, since Noria operators with multiple ancestors may see updates in any order, they must commute over their inputs, as standard relational operators do. For applications which cannot tolerate only eventual consistency, This thesis also introduces methods by which partially stateful dataflow systems can support stronger consistency models (§6).
Chapter 4

Distribution

Noria uses a controller-worker model for distribution as shown in Figure 4-1. The controller is selected using a leader election coordinated using Zookeeper and maintains global knowledge about the state of the graph. It stores any persistent state it needs directly inside Zookeeper and also serves as a directory for clients to learn the network addresses for issuing read and write requests. The remaining machines act as workers and accept distinct parts of the graph to handle.

The controller waits for a quorum of workers to join at startup, but additional workers can join later on. A worker joins by reading the current controller from Zookeeper and then connecting to it directly. Each worker runs a RPC server listening for control messages which can include directives to start new dataflow vertices or modify existing ones. Workers also serve reads from remote materializations, and facilitate other ad-hoc communication between different components in the system.

Noria stores base tables on the local disks of the workers running them, but Noria could instead replicate them using a distributed file system for higher availability. Such a change might slightly degrade write latency but should have no impact on overall throughput.
Figure 4-1: Noria’s distributed system design. The controller keeps a copy of the current set of queries, as well as the full system dataflow state. The workers each manage a part of the dataflow graph and do process all associated update and read processing.

4.1 Domains and Vertices

Domains are cliques of dataflow vertices. All vertices in a domain are processed by a single thread and each update in a domain in processed to completion before starting the next. In addition to the vertices themselves, domains also store the associated intermediate and output materializations. These design decisions simplify operator logic and avoid synchronization overhead. They also make Noria conducive to a distributed implementation because different domains can be processed entirely in parallel. Another notable property of domains is that the entirety of a domain’s state
can be fully reconstructed from only the contents of the base tables. This means that domains do not need to track any additional durable state. In addition to normal dataflow operators, domains contain a couple special kinds of vertices which we describe next.

4.1.1 Base vertices

Base vertices (dark blue in Figure 4-1) are special vertices in the dataflow which represent base tables. They are the first vertices to process any incoming writes, and their role is to persist each write to disk before it propagates out to the rest of the dataflow graph. Ideally, base tables should be written to a distributed (and replicated) file system, to allow recovery on machine failure.

4.1.2 Ingress vertices

Ingress vertices receive updates from other domains in the system and forward them to the other vertices in the domain. They also often store materializations of their ancestors to avoid costly cross-machine lookups that might be required for their children’s ancestor queries.

4.1.3 Reader vertices

Noria stores output materializations in reader vertices (shown in green in the figure). Unlike other kinds of vertices whose materializations are designed for efficient single threaded lookups, readers vertices use a special “double buffered” hash table data-structure optimized for concurrent access. This enables the worker to serve high read loads without blocking write processing.

4.2 Initialization

When a new Noria instance starts, the first thing it does is attempt to create a znode with the path /controller in the cluster Zookeeper service. If that succeeds, the instance is considered to have won leader election, so it atomically reads the /state znode to learn the previous state of the system and updates that znode to reflect that it is now leader (creating the znode if it doesn’t already exist).
In the event that the `/controller` znode already exists, the new instance uses its contents to learn the address of the existing controller and connects to it as a follower. Once connected, the follower will send periodic heartbeats so the controller can make sure it hasn’t failed.

Once a quorum of followers have connected, the controller checks whether the `/state` znode previously existed, which would indicate that the system was previously running and has just been restarted. If that is the case, then the controller initiates a distributed migration to restore the old dataflow graph. Otherwise, the system begins serving client requests immediately.

### 4.3 Distributed Migrations

Noria uses the migration process to add and remove queries to the dataflow graph. Clients trigger migrations by sending an RPC indicating which queries should be changed to the controller’s external HTTP interface. The controller then takes responsibility for doing the high level planning and coordination associated with running the migration.

To start, the controller parses the added SQL queries, converts them into a middle intermediate representation (“MIR”) and then runs multi-query optimization over the new and existing queries to join them into a single dataflow graph. Then it breaks the newly added dataflow vertices into cliques (“domains”), which will be divided among the followers. Special ingress and egress dataflow vertices are inserted on both sides of each edge that spans a domain boundary to deal with serialization and communication between threads or across the network.

Next the controller does the actual assignment of domains to workers by sending them each `AssignDomain` messages. If existing domains are receiving new vertices, such vertices are also added now. In either case, the newly added vertices are temporarily kept disconnected from the dataflow until their materializations can be initialized.

Once all vertices have been added, the controller directs each domain to establish TCP connections to its downstream domains. ¹ It then coordinates the construction of materializations for any

¹For simplicity, domains on the same machine actually also communicate over TCP, although they avoid serialization overheads by sending along pointers instead of serialized message contents.
fully materialized vertices. In the simplest case, this is just a matter of feeding the full contents of its parent’s materialization through the associated dataflow operator. If the parent vertex is stateless, the closest materialized ancestor forwards the updates along the entire path from the closest fully materialized ancestor instead.

To make this entire process run smoothly, the controller notifies both the source, target, and any intermediate domains along the path of a replay. Then, when the target domain is ready, it triggers the actual replay by sending a packet to the source domain. Once the replay is complete, the target domain notifies the controller that it is ready to proceed.

Finally, after the controller has heard back about all replays, it sends one last message to each impacted domain to say that the migration is complete. In response, these domains flush any buffered messages whose processing was blocked on materialization replay, and then resumes normal dataflow processing.

4.4 Failure Recovery

Distributed Noria must be able to handle a range of failure situations, including losses of single machines, correlated failures among several machines, and network issues that introduces partitions. We assume that the contents of any individual disks are recoverable in these circumstances, although this limitation (and the associated lack of availability) could be relaxed by using a distributed file system.

Noria relies on exactly-once delivery of dataflow messages to provide its eventual consistency guarantee. In other words, Noria’s updates are not idempotent on duplicate application. This invariant is hard to provide in the face of failures because in-flight messages can be lost. Persisting every message before sending it would be prohibitively expensive and so failure recovery must account for the fact that surviving materialization may be left in an inconsistent state. For simplicity, the failure recovery process does not attempt to sort out what materializations may be salvageable and instead discards all materializations and restores them from base tables.
4.4.1 Controller Failure

The recovery process for a controller failure proceeds according to the following stages:

1. First, a round of leader election (using Zookeeper) selects one of the machines to be controller and to coordinate the remainder of the recovery process.

2. Upon seeing that a new controller has been selected, all the other surviving machines connect to it as workers.

3. Once a quorum has joined, the controller initiates a migration from an empty dataflow graph to one with all previously active base vertices and materializations.

4. Each base vertex reads back its log files from before the failure, and replays them into the graph.

5. Once this process is complete, the system has been fully recovered and can once again start serving reads and writes.

4.4.2 Worker Recovery

When a worker machine fails, Noria could use the same scheme as for controller failure but this would cause unnecessary disruption. We instead opt for a significantly cheaper method to recover:

1. The controller first detects the failure when it times out waiting for heartbeats.

2. Once a failure is detected, the controller triggers a migration to remove all vertices that are part of queries containing vertices downstream of any vertex on the failed machine.

3. Next, those same queries are added back by a second migration.
4.5 Implementation

Noria is written in 45k lines of Rust, of which approximately 5k are directly related to distributed operation. It uses several libraries including Hyper for HTTP handling and Bincode/Serde for network serialization. We depend on RocksDB [39] for persistent base table storage and Zookeeper bindings for coordination. Workers run thread pools driven by mio and epoll.
Chapter 5

Evaluation

We seek to evaluate three questions: how does Noria perform on a single machine compared to MySQL (§5.2)? Can Noria scale linearly in terms of request throughput when running on more machines (§5.3)? And can it recover from failures with recovery work proportional to the lost fraction of graph (§5.4).

5.1 Experimental Setup

The single machine and scaling experiments run on an Amazon EC2 c5.4xlarge instance with 16 vCPUs, while the clients run on several c5.18xlarge instances to ensure we are never limited by client throughput. We use a “partially open-loop” setup: clients generate load according to a Poisson distribution of interarrival-times, and have a limited number of requests outstanding; additional requests are queued. This avoids backpressure on the clients that can reduce the number of measurements during periods of poor latency [27]. Our test harness measures the “sojourn time” of a request [37], i.e., the time from request generation until it returns from the backend, and the actual achieved request throughput.

5.2 Single Machine Performance

We first evaluate Noria’s single machine performance on a realistic Web application workload modeled on production Lobsters traffic statistics [18]. The benchmark emulates authenticated Lobsters
users visiting different pages according to the access frequencies and popularity distributions in the production workload. Lobsters is a Ruby-on-Rails application, but we emulate only its database interaction, eliminating Rails overhead. We seed the database with 9.2k users, 40k stories and 120k comments, the data size in the real Lobsters deployment, and then run increasing request loads to push the different setups to their scalability limits.

The baseline queries ("hand-opt.") include the Lobsters developers' optimizations, which cache aggregation values and batch reads. We also developed simplified queries that produce the same results using Noria dataflow. MySQL was configured to use a thread pool, to avoid flushing to disk after transactions, and to store the database on a ramdisk to remove overheads unrelated to query execution. With hand-optimized queries, the median page view executes 11 queries; this reduces to eight with simplified queries.
Figure 5-1 shows the results as throughput/latency curves. An ideal system would show as a horizontal line with low latency; in reality, each setup hits a “hockey stick” once it fails to keep up with the offered load. MySQL scales to 700 pages/second, after which it saturates all 16 CPU cores with read-side computation (e.g., for per-page notification counts [19]). Noria running the same queries achieves $3 \times$ higher offered load, since its incremental write-side processing avoids redundant re-computation on reads. However, these hand-optimized queries still pre-compute aggregates in the Lobsters application. MySQL requires pre-computation for performance—without it, MySQL supports just 20 pages/sec—but Noria does not. As we hoped, when all aggregate computation is moved into Noria dataflow, performance scales higher still, to 5,400 pages/second ($7 \times$ MySQL’s baseline performance with hand optimized queries). Eliminating application pre-computation reduces overall write load and compacts the dataflow, which lets Noria parallelize that dataflow more effectively. The result achieves good performance and simple, robust queries simultaneously.

5.3 Scaling

We now evaluate Noria’s support for distributed operation to see whether Noria can effectively use multiple machines’ resources given a scalable workload. We evaluate on a 95%-read, 5%-write workload using a subset of the Lobsters workload; the query schema is the one shown in Listing 3.1. We varied the machine count from 1 to 10 while the graph itself was sharded on the stories.id column.

Each machine hosts four shards for writes, leaving 12 cores for reads. For a deployment with $N$ Noria machines, we scale client load to $N \times 5M$ requests/second, using the open-loop test harness. This is close to Noria’s maximum per-machine load for this benchmark. Load generators select stories uniformly at random, so this workload is perfectly shardable. The ideal result is perfect scalability, with throughput on $N$ servers $N$ times larger than throughput on one. Figure 5-2 shows that Noria supports a near-maximum per-machine load even in a multi-server deployment.
We also implemented this benchmark for the Rust implementation of Differential Dataflow (DD) [26], a state-of-the-art system that extends Naiad’s ideas [28, 32]. We implemented Listing 3.1 on DD commit 7c1bc9a. DD lacks a client-facing RPC interface, so we co-locate DD clients with workers; this does not disadvantage DD since load generation is cheap compared to RPC processing. DD uses 12 worker threads and four network threads per machine.

Figure 5-2 shows that Noria is competitive with this advanced scalable dataflow system on this benchmark. Noria’s maximum per-machine load, 5M requests/second, is also close to DD’s peak load for our latency budget: one DD machine processes that load with 130-ms 95th percentile latency. DD fails to scale beyond seven machines: its progress-tracking protocol, which ensures that writes are exposed atomically, requires workers to coordinate for increasingly smaller batches. Noria avoids this coordination, but only offers eventually-consistent reads.

Figure 5-2: On a uniform workload Noria scales well up to 10 machines. Differential dataflow [28] stops scaling at 8 machines due to progress tracking overhead.
Finally, we evaluate how Noria responds to failures. In this experiment, we run the same subset of the Lobsters workload against multiple Noria instances all running with a loopback interface on the same machine (so that the all have access to the base tables). In the middle of the experiment we kill one of the worker processes and observe how long it takes for another instance to take over and resume serving client requests.

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5-3. Overall the recovery time was approximately nine seconds from when the fault was triggered to when the system was back to normally handling requests. About half of this time can be accounted to fault detection (the heartbeat timeout was set to four seconds), and the remainder to reconstructing the dataflow graph and replaying the relevant state. While in this particular experiment, Noria assigned all of the dataflow graph to a single domain and thus ran it on a single worker, if the graph consisted of multiple domains then...
only the impacted ones would have been recovered, making the cost of recovery proportional to the affected portion of the system.
Chapter 6

Transactions

Noria as described so far provides only eventual consistency guarantees: eventually, if all writes to the system stop, then the contents of views will settle to mutually consistent values. These semantics are sufficient for many applications, particularly because users of Noria do not have to worry about manual materialization and the associated risk that different materializations get perpetually out of sync with each other.

However, there are a class of applications for which eventual consistency is insufficient. For those applications, Noria also provides an operational mode in which it gives stronger guarantees, and exposes a restricted set of ACID transactions. Such transactions may consist of any number of reads followed by a write (of arbitrarily many rows) to a single base table.

6.1 Challenges

To provide transactional semantics, Noria must avoid two sources of inconsistency that could expose partial effects of a write. First, if a dataflow update modifies several records, the changes must appear atomically to transactions. Noria already satisfies this, as domains process each update to completion before handling the next. Second, if a single base table write follows several paths to a multi-ancestor dataflow vertex, Noria must apply the updates atomically and only after they all
arrive. This requirement takes more care to address, and involves logic both during query planning and at runtime.

6.2 Design

In Noria, every base vertex is tagged as either being transactional or non-transactional. Internal dataflow vertices are then considered transactional if all of their ancestors are. Each committed write to a transactional base table is assigned a unique logical timestamp that orders it with respect to every other transactional write. This timestamp is attached to the associated update and alters how it is processed as it propagates through the graph.

Reading from transactional external views produces tokens which concisely encode which writes to the system are reflected in the returned result set. In particular, a token consists of a timestamp along with a list of the base vertices upstream of the external view. It is worth noting that because updates are applied atomically and in order, reads from transactional external views guarantee timeline consistency.

To perform a read-write transaction, the client conducts some number of reads, tracking which tokens it gets back. The set of tokens is then sent back along with with the request write itself. In other words, clients are responsible for explicit specification of the dependencies of each write.

6.2.1 Timestamp assignment

To ensure that they are unique, all timestamps are assigned centrally on a single machine. This machine maintains a version table which tracks the timestamps of the last write to each base table in the system. The contents of the version table are used to tell whether a transaction should abort or commit. Specifically, a transaction aborts if any of the base vertices referenced in its tokens have changed since that token was generated.

In addition to the timestamp, transactional updates carry two extra pieces of information. First, they carry the base table of the write that initially triggered the update. This is used during dataflow
processing to determine how many updates each domain will receive with that timestamp (which will be greater than one, if the dataflow forks and rejoins).

Secondly, updates carry the previous timestamp that each domain along the dataflow path will observe prior to processing the update. The information is easily derived from the contents of the version table and global knowledge of the graph. However, by including it in each transactional update, we avoid global communication regarding timestamp tracking: only the parts of the graph impacted by a timestamp need to know that it happened. The remainder of the graph only learns that the timestamp has passed once it gets a later update.

6.2.2 Dataflow Processing

When a domain receives a transactional update, it buffers it until all other updates for that timestamp have been received. Then, once the full set of updates has arrived, the domain processes the whole set together as a batch. Particular care must be taken to send exactly one outgoing message along each link and to ensure that updates to external views only take effect once the entire batch has been processed. If no messages are produced to send on an outgoing link (for instance because they were dropped by a filter), a “null” update must be sent in its place. The merging of outgoing messages is necessary for a subtle but important reason: without it, downstream domains would be unable to predict how many messages they should expect for a given timestamp.

6.3 Alternatives and Future Work

The scheme described so far requires a centralized timestamp assigner. This is unfortunate because the centralized assigner is both a scalability bottleneck and a single point of failure. In future work we hope to investigate alternative options. One promising option is to use vector timestamps; in this design, each base table would have its own entry in the vector, and thus be able to issue timestamps without coordination with other parts of the system.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis presents and evaluates Noria, a distributed implementation of partially stateful dataflow. Noria is both scalable and reliable. It can support tens of thousands of writes and hundreds of thousands of reads per second across ten machines, and can efficiently recover from both single machine faults as well as whole cluster restarts.

As future work we'd like to extend Noria to support dynamic resharding. Dynamic resharding would enable the system to respond to changing load patterns over time, or to provision an already running instance to handle increased request load by adding more machines. Currently the resources allocated to a query are fixed when the query is created, but if shards of operators could be moved between machines, this limitation would be eliminated.

It would also be desirable for Noria to replicate its in memory state across machines to reduce the downtime caused by failures. Using primary-backup replication, the updates to a domain could be recorded in the memories of several independent machines before being forwarded onward through the graph. This way, if a machines is lost, bringing up a replacement would only be a matter of copying over the state from one of the backups.
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